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ABSTRACT l

The half-duplex multiple relay-assisted channel is investigated,
where the relays work under decode-and-forward (DF) in
time/frequency orthogonal resources. Achievable rates are
optimized with respect to the transmitted powers and with respect
to the fraction of timelbandwidth allocated to the relay-receive and
the relay-transmit phases. Different transmission strategies
associated to different complexities at the receivers are considered.
For each case we take into account either the synchronous or
asynchronous transmission of the terminals, depending on the
availability of channel state information (CSI) in transmission
from all links. We find that all the cases can be formulated as a
unique convex problem, and we compare the achievable rates thus
obtained. We finally derive under which conditions the use of two
DF relays brings significant gains over the use of one.

Index Terms- Relays, cooperative systems, radio spectrum
management

1. INTRODUCTION

to the relays and destination during the relay-receive phase (solid
lines in Fig. 1). In a subsequent phase, and after the relays have
decoded and re-encoded the received messages, the source and
relays simultaneously transmit during the relay-transmit phase,
(dashed lines in Fig. 1). Notice that this protocol is different from
the full-duplex transmission defined in [3], where the relays may
help between themselves for receiving the messages from the
source. The half-duplex constraint at the relays generates a few
difficulties when trying to adopt the schemes defined in [3], as
how the transmission time between the two phases is selected, how
the power is assigned, the optimum messaging or the coordination
between relays. One possibility of using two assisting relays is
described in [7],[8] where both relays receive and transmit
alternatively. On the contrary, here we assume that both relays are
receiving or transmitting simultaneously. We study two source
transmission strategies: either the relays receive independent
messages, or both receive a single common message. In both cases
we consider that either the transmitting terminals have a complete
CSI of all links (synchronous case2

) so distributed eigenvector
precoding techniques can be considered or terminals do not have
CSI (asynchronous case).
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Fig. 1. Multiple half-duplex relay-assisted transmission

2 We adopt the definition from [4].

The optimum duration of each phase of the transmIssIon and
power allocation at the source and relays are obtained by
maximizing the achievable rate. We formulate the problem for the
case of relays receiving independent messages with CSI. Other
cases of practical interest (including the single relay-assisted
transmission and the no-CSI case) can be seen as particularizations
of that problem.

Assisting relays are a promising solution being currently
considered to enhance wireless communications in terms of
increased data rate and robustness against the channel
impairments. It is based on the three-terminal network considered
in [1][2], where the relay terminal operates in full-duplex mode.
Different coding strategies are analyzed in [3] for several relay
assisted/cooperative scenarios where there are multiple sources,
relays and/or destinations. In such a case, the relays can work
under decode-and-forward or compress-and-forward. However, the
full-duplex assumption for the relays is unrealistic in practical
systems, and the relay operation must be divided in two orthogonal
phases: the relay-receive phase and the relay-transmit phase,
according to the mode of the relay. The resources allocated to each
of those phases impact on the achievable rate obtained by the
relay-assisted transmission. For example, the achievable rates
using a single half-duplex relay are investigated in [4][5].
Moreover, in [6] the transmission resources are optimized for
maximizing the achievable rate of a multiple access relay-assisted
channel with multiple sources, a single destination and half-duplex
relays.

IThis work was supported by the European Union through projects
FIREWORKS IST-4-027675 and ROCKET ICT-2007-1-215282, by the
Spanish/Catalan Science and Technology Commissions and FEDER funds
from the EC: TEC2006-064811TCM,TEC2004-04526 and 2005SGR-00639

In this work we study the achievable rates when two half-duplex
relays are present under decode-and-forward, see Fig. 1. The relay
assisted transmission is done as follows. The source sends a signal
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(4)

2. SIGNAL MODEL

In this work we assume that all terminals are equipped with a
single antenna. In the following ~ denotes the signal to noise
(SNR) ratio in the source-destination link, Pl,i and P2,i the SNR in
the link between the source and the i-th relay (RS i) and i-th relay
and destination, respectively. All these values have been measured
using power P at each terminal. The transmission is carried out in
frames of length Tjrame (s) and bandwidth BW (Hz) (both
parameters are normalized to one). The relays operate in half
duplex mode with a duration aTjrame and (l-a)Tjrame for the relay
receive and relay-transmit phase, respectively. We will assume an
average sum power constraint for all the terminals. Moreover, if a
terminal must keep an average power ofP' during a period of time
of aTjrame , it can transmit with power P' I( aTjrame). An extension to
the MIMO case should consider the achievable rate of the
Broadcast channel (Be) with common information introduced in
[9]. This is deferred to a forthcoming work.

The signal received at the relays and destination during the relay
receive phase is ( 0 ~ 1~ aTframe ),

YRS
1
(1) = JP:;e}Ol,l Xo(t) + n

RSl
(1)

Y RS
z

(1) =JP:;e}01,2 Xo(1) + nRS
z
(t) (1 )

Y~) (t) = jP;e}Oo Xo(1) +nD (t)

where n D , nRS and nRS are the white Gaussian noise of unitary
power at the dlfferent te~inals. The channel gains are expressed
in terms of amplitude (square root of the SNR of each link when
the noise power is unitary) and the complex phase: Bo, Bj,j and Bj,2

are used for the source-destination, source-RS I and source-RS2

links, respectively. Finally, Xo is the signal transmitted by the
source in this phase. Afterwards, the signal received during the

relay-transmit phase at the destination is (aTframe < 1~ Tframe ),

yi}) (1) = jP;eJOo x 3 (1) + jP;;eJHz.lxl (1) + jP;;eJf}z,z x 2 (1) + nD (1) (2)

where Bo, ( 2) and B2,2 are the complex phases for the source
destination, RS I-destination and RSrdestination links,
respectively. In this phase the assisting relays transmit the signals
x j and x 2, while the source transmits x 3. In the following we omit
the dependence with the time for the sake of notation simplicity.

3. INDEPENDENT MESSAGES

In the scenario depicted in Fig. 1 we assume that the relay-assisted
transmission is done by conveying independent messages to the
relays. The transmission consists of three messages WI, W2 and W3,

at rates RI , R2 and R3, respectively. The first two messages use the
help of the relays, while the third message is sent only by the
source during the relay-transmit phase. The messages have
associated different Gaussian codebooks. Table 1 depicts how the
messages, terminals and codewords are connected along with the
fractions of total average power P used by each terminal. There,

YO,i with i={ 1,2,3} stands for the fraction of total average power
used by the source for transmitting the codewords m?), mil) ,m?) .

The assisting relays which have decoded the messages Wj and W2,

only transmit m}Z) ,miZ) along with the source. The variable flJj,i

withj={O,I,2} and i={1,2} defines the fraction of average power
allocated by the j-th terminal (j=O corresponds to the source) to the
i-th codeword. This is a general description, where some of the
variables could be set directly to zero depending on the scenario
definition, i.e. if RS I is able to decode both messages and RS2 just

the second one, then flJ2,j will be zero.

Messages W. W2 W3

Phase RR RT RR RT RR RT
codewords (1) (z) (1) (z)

X (z)mI mI mz m2 m3

S YO,1 flJO,1 YO,2 flJo,2 X YO,3

RSj X flJl,l X fIJI, 2 X X

RS2 X flJ2,I X flJ2,2 X X

Table 1. Fraction of average power P allocated by each terminal to
each codeword used in each phase (RR for relay-receive and RT

for relay-transmit phase). The power used by m?) is YO,IPI( aTjrame)'

3.1 Messages and codewords

During the relay-receive phase only the source is active,
broadcasting messages WI and W2 to the relays RS I and RS2 using
Gaussian signals of average power YO,IP and YO,2P respectively, see
Table 1. Therefore the signal transmitted by the source Xo in this
period of time, see (1), can be written as,

(3)

with m?), mil) being the Gaussian codewords of average power P

associated to messages WI and W2,

In our single antenna scenario, we may assume that the relay
receive phase is a degraded channel [11], so one of the relays will
be able to decode both messages, while the other relay will only
decode one. During the relay-transmit phase the former relay can
transmit signals connected to both messages. For example, if RS I

decodes both messages, then it will transmit two Gaussian signals
with average power flJI,IP and flJI,2P conveying messages WI and
W2 respectively, while RS2 will transmit a signal of average power
~,2P connected to the message W2 and ~,I in Table 1 will be zero.
In the limiting case where the channel state from the source to both
relays is equal, only one message is transmitted.

During the relay-transmit phase the source will transmit two
Gaussian signals with average power flJO,IP and flJo,2P devoted to
help the transmission from the relays (see Table 1), as well as a
new Gaussian signal of average power YO,3P connected to an
independent message W3. The Gaussian signals transmitted from
the different terminals in (2) are,

r;;:- (2) r;;;- (2)
Xl ="flJl,lmI + "flJ1,2m2

r;;;- (2) r;;:- (2)
Xz ="flJ2,1 mI + "flJ2,2 mz

r;;;- (2) r;;:- (2) r::- (2)
X3= "flJO,ImI + "flJO,2 mZ + "rO,3 m3

where m?) ,mi2),mjZ) are the Gaussian codewords of average

power P associated to WI, W2 and W3• It is worth noticing that
equation (4) describes the general case. However, for the degraded
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In order to obtain the spectral efficiency per unit total power, the
average power allocated to the different Gaussian codewords in (3)
and (4) must satisfy the average sum power constraint

channel where RS I is better than RS2, then f/J2, 1=0 because it
cannot decode the message WI. If RS2 is better than RS I, then

fJJI,2=0 because it cannot decode the message W2.

in which the instantaneous transmitted power at the source (relay)
terminals is inversely proportional to the fraction of time allocated
to the first (second) phases. In this regard, the different
transmission schemes use the same total average power. Other
power constraints can be considered, for example an individual
power constraint at the source and a sum-power constraint for all
the relays. Its evaluation is tackled in a forthcoming work.

(9)

(12)

(11)

~ 1 1(1 P1,2~ JYO I ='1--- Y02 ='":2 +---
, 1+ P1,2A2 ' 1+ PI,2~

Finally, the optimization problem given by (10) with Bind defined
by (11), (12) and (7) becomes convex.

jRI+ R2~ a log2 (1 + ~PI,I + ~P1,2J
~= a a

S.t. ~ +~ =YO,I + YO,2

where the optimization is done over the variables Al and A2. Those
variables are related to Yo, I and YO,2 in the following way,

The transmission scheme presented above requires the use of
successive cancellation receivers at the relay and destination
terminals, as well as the knowledge of the channel state for all
links, which may lead to some practical implementation problems
in terms of complexity and information feedback. In the following
some simplified strategies are detailed, which can be seen as
particular cases of the transmission scheme defined in section 3.

where Bind is the rate region defined by the inequalities (6) and (7).
This problem is not convex [10] due to the inequalities of RRS in
(6) which correspond to the achievable rate region of a degraded

broadcast channel (in that case the capacity region). However, in
our scenario, we can use the duality BC-MAC [12] to defme the
achievable rate region at the relays as,

m~xRI + R2+ R3 S.t. (RI,R2,R3) EBind (Z) ={~n~}

z =[a'YO,l,Yo,2,Yo,3,flJo,l,flJo,2,fJJl,l,flJ1,2,fJJ2,I,flJ2,2] (10)
3 2

a E [0,1] IYo,j +I (fJJo,j + flJl,j + flJ2,j) =1
j=1 j=1

4. OTHER TRANSMISSION STRATEGIES

3.3 Optimizing the resource allocation

The destination must decode the messages WI, W2 and W3

transmitted by the source and relays, so the resource allocation
(which involves the duration of each phase a, and the power of the
different codewords at the different terminals) can be obtained as
the result of the following optimization problem,

K I =(~fJJl,lP2,1 + ~fJJo,IPOr
K2= (~fJJ2,2P2,2 + ~flJ1,2P2,1 + ~flJO,2Por

where KI and K2 are the average signal power of the Gaussian
codewords m?) and m?) obtained from the assumption of
synchronous transmission of the terminals (which amounts to
distributed eigenvector precoding). The terms Iia and I/(I-a) in
(8) stand for the increment of instantaneous power due to the
fraction of time allocated to each phase, keeping the average
power constraint. Here, it has assumed that f/J2,I=O because RS2 is
not able to decode message WI. Otherwise, the roles of RS I and
RS2 are exchanged.

(7)

(5)
3 2

I YO,j +I (fJJo,j + fJJI,j + fJJ2,j) = 1
j=1 j=1

RI~ f(Yo,IPo) +g(K I )

R2~ f(YO,2PO) + g(K2)

R3~ g(Yo,3PO)

~ = RI+R2~f((Yo,1 + YO,2)PO)+g(KI+K2)

RI+ R3~ f(Yo,IPO) + g(KI+ YO,3PO)

R2+ R3~ f(Yo,2PO) + g(K2+ YO,3Po)
3

IRj ~ 1((Yo,1 + YO,2)Po ) + g(KI+ K2+ YO,3PO)
j~1

with the following definitions

3.2 Achievable rate region

The achievable rate region described here depends on the

maximum decodable rates of messages WI and W2 at the relays
during the relay-receive phase (denoted by the rate region 14ts), as
well as the decodable rates of messages WI, W2 and W3 at the
destination during both phases of the transmission (denoted by the
rate region JZn). In the first case, the rates of the messages WI and
W2 are defined by the degraded broadcast channel (BC) [11] to
RS I and RS2 transmitting the Gaussian codewords mil) and mil) .

Assuming that PI,I~PI,2 the data rates are given by

R1 ::; a log2 (1 + PI'~O'IJ
~= (6)

R2~ a log2 (1 + P1,2YO,2 J
a(I + P1,2YO,I)

where a is the duration of the relay-receive phase. Notice that in
this case, RS I is able to decode both messages while RS2 only can
decode message W2. The decodable rates of the different messages
(using the codewords m?), mi2) and mj2)) can be seen as a

Multiple Access Channel (MAC) with three terminals [11], but
taking also into consideration the signal received during the relay
receive phase at the destination. The achievable rate region is
given by,
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Additionally, the modifications to be considered for the
synchronous and asynchronous transmission are,

1
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Fig. 2. Achievable rate for the single and 2-relays with/without
CSI vs distance between source-RS1, RS2 at d2=0.2. Po=O dB

The signal model defined in (I) and (2) will be assumed with the
previous SNR definition. In our scenario the complex phases of the
channels are equal to zero, (Bo, Bj ,], Bj ,2, B2,], and B2,2) but this
value only is known at the transmitters under CSI.

Fig. 2 presents the achievable rate for the transmission using a
single relay placed at different positions when CSI is available
(square-line) or not (circle-line). Those rates are compared with
synchronous and asynchronous transmission of independent or
common messaging with two relays, being RS2 placed at d2=0.2.
The best performance is obtained by the synchronous transmission
of independent messages. When both relays are at the same
distance dj=d2=0.2, independent and common messaging coincide.
However, in certain configurations the adoption of a common
messaging strategy provides no rate gains compared to the use of a
single relay case, even when CSI is considered. The main
drawback of common messaging is that the achievable rate is
dominated by the relay with the worst channel quality. For the CSI
case, there is a rate gain over a single relay case for 0~dts;0.65. In
that region, the relay-destination link limits the communication but
thanks to the synchronous transmission of the two relays the
equivalent link is improved. The source-relay channel limits the
performance when RS 1 is close to the source and then RS2 is not
helpful. For the asynchronous transmission, common messaging
does not offer any rate gain3 for O.2~dj~I. However, for those
positions of RS 1, independent messaging under asynchronous
transmission improves the single relay case because the position of
RS 1 does not limit the total transmission.

(15)

(14)

(13)

4.2 Single relay

The achievable rates for the single relay case are easily found by
considering one assisting relay (e.g. RS 1). The particularizations
for synchronous and asynchronous cases are,

4.2 Relays receiving a common message

The use of simple receivers imply forcing all the assisting relays to
receive (and hence transmit) a common message, hence the
transmission is constrained by the worst source-relay link (S-RS2

in our definition). The achievable rates at the relays are given by

4.1 Asynchronous transmission

When there is no CSI the terminals should transmit
asynchronously. In such a case, the transmission cannot benefit of
the distributed eigenvector precoding. The source does not help in
the transmission of the messages sent by the relays in the re1ay
transmit phase and the destination cannot combine coherently the
signals sent by the different terminals connected with the same
codeword. This implies the following changes in (10),

5. RESULTS

The relay-assisted protocols defined previously are evaluated in a
Gaussian channel scenario where the source-destination distance is
normalized to 1. RS 1 and RS2 are placed at distance d1 and d2 from
the source, and (I-d1) and (I-d2) from the destination. The path
loss of each link is proportional to the square of the distance
between the terminals. The SNR of the different links is given by
defining Po (source-destination link),

In order to analyze in more detail what happen with the
independent messaging, Fig. 3 sketches the rate of the different
codewords as a function of the position of RS 1, being RS2 placed
at dr O.2. The codeword rate of message W3 is zero for both cases
for this scenario and it has not been included in Fig. 3. R1 and R2

stand for the codeword rate through RS 1 and RSl, respectively.
When 0~dj~0.2, RS 1 is able to decode the message intended to
RS2• Under the CSI case (synchronous), R2 increases with d1,

PIP 1 P
PI,; = (J'2 d;2 Pl,; = (J'2 (1- d; )2 Po = (J'2

i ={1,2} (17)
3 When the channel phases are random (as in fading channels), outage
capacity gains are observed.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

We have explored the achievable rate gains of half-duplex multiple
relay transmission schemes based on decode-and-forward, under
different conditions of CSI and decoding complexity. The resource
allocation problem based on rate optimization is shown to be
convex. It is found that for the Gaussian channel assumed in this
work, the use of multiple relays outperforms the single relay case
when synchronous transmissions are possible, due to the
eigenvector precoding. The optimal power used by the terminals
and the duration of the phases of the relay-assisted transmission
are adapted to the topology of the network. When one of the relays
is placed near the source, independent messaging with
synchronous transmission allows a quasi constant achievable rate
irrespective of the position of the other relay.
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source and other close to destination) together with the
optimization of allocated power and duration of the relay
transmission phases may deal with that drawback.
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Fig. 4. Achievable rate for the single and 2-relays with/without
CSI vs distance between source-RSt, RS2at d2=0.2. A>=10 dB

Fig. 4 present results of independent messaging with Po=10 dB and
the RS2 placed at d2=0.2. This technique with CSI exhibits a
performance which is almost independent of the position of RS 1,

and superior to the single relay case. Additionally, even if CSI is
not considered, the use of an additional relay outperforms single
relay transmission when RS 1 is close to the destination. In such a
case, the achievable rate for the single relay case is limited by the
source-relay link. However, the use of two relays (one near of the

Fig. 3. Achievable rate of the messages for 2-relays with/without
CSI vs distance between source-RS1, RS2at d2=0.2.Al=0 dB.R3=0.

2 RS independent messaging RS2 at d2=0.2 Po=O dB

while R1 converges to zero at dj =0.2. In such a case, a single
message is transmitted to the relay with the worst channel link
quality. Hence the performance of common and independent
messaging is the same (see Fig. 2). A similar conclusion can be
obtained for 'no-CSI case (asynchronous), where R 1 is set to O.
When 0.2<dt~1 the role of RS2 and RS 1 are exchanged, that
explains the discontinuity of the codeword rates at dj =O.2. The
codeword rates are adapted as a function ofd j •
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